The following categories describe the work interests of people who tend to succeed in this theme:

**Realistic**— You are a “doer.” You like physical activities and projects. You like to find the answers to problems by doing hands-on work instead of talking about solutions.

**Investigative**— You are a “thinker.” When you have a problem, you like to analyze it and look at different ways to solve it. You like to work by yourself, and you don’t like explaining your ideas to other people.

**Artistic**— You are a “creator.” You enjoy things like art, music, and books, and express your feelings easily. You don’t like rigid rules and structure.

**Social**— You are a “helper.” You like being around people and helping them with problems. Socializing is fun for you.

**Enterprising**— You are a “persuader.” You like to sell things or ideas. Prestige and power are important to you. You like to use your language skills to convince other people of your ideas.

**Conventional**— You are an “organizer.” Keeping things neat and organized is important to you. You like working with charts and reports, and work well with power and authority.

(Source: Choices Planner)